


Content outline

What’s in a brand?

Vision, mission, values: are they all about you?

Practical application: is the experience of your church 
reflective of your roots and trunk?



Claire Cowles
Brand strategy and creative communications

Helping organisations to define and 
communicate their identity and message

Connect with me on LinkedIn



What’s in a brand?



What’s in a brand?

Logo

Colours

Typeface

Strapline

Audio assets



Those are just the tip of the iceberg.



Magical
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Purpose
Why? | Anchor

Positioning
How? | Evolves but is constant

Executional 
elements
Who? Where? 
When?
Seasonal 
change but 
true to the tree

Vision
‘Brand promise’

Cultural values
Mission & behaviours

Visual ID
Tone of voice
Ministries
Services
Mission partners

Claire Cowles | Brand strategy



Purpose
Why? | Anchor

Positioning
How? | Evolves but is constant

Executional 
elements
Who? Where? 
When?
Seasonal 
change but 
true to the tree

To create a better everyday life 
for the many people

To offer a wide range of well-designed, functional 
home furnishing products at prices so low that as 
many people as possible will be able to afford them.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VsX1_rJG50


Discussion space

Can you think of a brand you’ve 
chosen because of its purpose?

Can you think of a time your 
experience of a brand hasn’t 
been what you expected? 
Where or why might it have 
come adrift?



Vision | Mission | Values

?



Vision Transformed lives.

Thriving churches.

An end to UK poverty.Our vision sets out what we
want to achieve in the world.



Mission

Release people across the UK 
from poverty.

Enable churches to help end 
poverty through their 
communities.

Encourage people to live with 
faith, actively served by their 
church. 

Our mission defines how we 
will progress towards our 
vision.



Values Determined 

Compassionate

Expert 

Collaborative

Our values are our core set of 
principles that guide our
organisation in everything
we do. They shape our 
behaviours.



How brand can pull 
you back on track



Pampers

A relentless commitment to 
reaching their audience



Pampers

From ‘dryness’ to 
‘development’



Consistency and authenticity



My local benefice

Consistency at Christmas



Activity: 
Metaphors

Metaphors can help us 
uncover and verbalise ideas



If our church was a __________ , 

then it would be a __________ , 

because __________ .



Reflections
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